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Abstract. In order to improve the transmission performance of visible light 

communication (VLC) system and user's demand for large-capacity and 

high-speed, one multi-color VLC scheme is proposed. This scheme uses red-

green-blue light-emitting diode (RGB-LED) as the sender to transmit 4-ary 

pulse amplitude modulation (4PAM) signals with 67% return-to-zero (RZ). 

At the receiver, one optical bandpass filter is used for channel separation. 

By system simulation, we have measured the time-domain waveforms 

before and after transmission, eye diagrams of the three colors signals, and 

the bit error rate (BER) performance has been analyzed. The results show 

that at receiver power of -11dBm, the BER at back-to-back case is slightly 

lower than that of the signals transmitted in the 8m channel. Since 4PAM 

signals have higher spectral efficiency compared with the traditional binary 

signals, this scheme has potential application value in indoor broadband 

access system. 

1 Introduction 

Recently, broadband communication services have developed rapidly, especially the 

demand for indoor high-speed and large bandwidth access applications is increasing. At 

present, traditional radio frequency (RF) wireless communication has the problem of 

spectrum resource congestion. But the data transmission rate of visible light communication 

(VLC) system using LEDs can reach 1-10Gbit/s, and it can simultaneously achieve 

illumination and date transmission. Compared with traditional RF communication, it offers 

several advantages, such as high data transmission rate, users access security, large 

bandwidth and immunity to electromagnetic interference [1,2]. Therefore, VLC has become 

an important supplementary technology for 5th generation (5G) wireless communication 

application. However, the communication bandwidth of monochrome LED is not large 

enough [3]. By comparison, multi-color LEDs consisting of three, four and more colors can 

achieve the same luminescence effect as conventional white LEDs. Moreover, multi-color 

LEDs have larger transmission bandwidth, which use three colors of visible wavelengths to 

carry data information. As we know, three and four VLC systems are widely available. VLC 
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technology with ultra-high capacity and high speed has become a research hotspot in the 

future wireless indoor communication [4,7]. 

Indoor VLC systems using advanced modulation techniques (such as discrete multi-tone 

(DMT) modulation and carrier-free amplitude and phase (CAP) modulation) can effectively 

improve the transmission performance, which have been widely studied in 5G and 6th 

generation (6G) wireless access networks [8,10]. As we know, the 4PAM signal can reduce 

the inter symbol interference (ISI) generated by multi-path effect. When 4PAM signals are 

combined with RZ codes with different duty cycles, it has better transceiver performance to 

meet the needs of different users [11]. 

We use RZ-4PAM modulation signals with 67% duty cycle to drive RGB-LED lights in 

VLC system in 8m indoor free space, and three visible wavelengths of red, green and blue 

are used to carry data information. We measured the time-domain waveforms and eye 

diagrams of RGB-LED signals before and after transmission through system simulation, and 

analysis transceiver and transmission characteristics of line-of-sight visible light signals.  

2 Multi-color VLC system 

Indoor VLC access system with 67% RZ-4PAM downstream signals is shown in Figure. 1. 

At the transmitter, the initial signals generated by one pseudo-random sequence generator 

(PRBS) pass through one RZ generator and one sine generator (SG) to generate the RZ signal 

with 67% duty cycle. Then one PAM sequence generator module and one M-ary pulse 

generator (MSG) module are used for generating the 4PAM signals. The 67% RZ-4PAM 

signals directly drive RGB-LED (the wavelengths are 650 nm, 550 nm and 450 nm 

respectively) to obtain three colors optical signals with different wavelengths. At the receiver, 

one Bessel optical filter (OBF) module is used to separate three optical signals and filter out 

the light carrying other information. The beams converge into the photodetector PIN to 

achieve optical-to-electrical conversion. Through the transimpedance amplifier (TIA) and 

automatic gain control (AGC), the signals are changed in a certain range, and the noise is 

filtered out by low-pass Bessel filter (LPF) to recover the original signals. At the end of the 

receiver is one BER tester for BER performance testing. 

 

Fig. 1. Multi-Color Visible Light Communication System Using 67% RZ-4PAM signals. 

3 Results 

In the system, three 67% RZ-4PAM electrical signals are carried on RGB-LED lights, the 

output optical signals time-domain waveforms are shown in Figure. 2. The time-domain 

waveforms of the three electrical signals by the LPF filtering are shown in Figure. 3. It can 

be seen that the time-domain waveforms of the three signals have similar variations, but the 

signals amplitude changes at different wavelengths are different. Although the obtained 

electrical signals have a certain degree of distortion, it meets the transceiver requirements of 

signal quality. 

Fig. 4 shows the eye diagrams measured at different working wavelengths (450 nm, 550 

nm, 650 nm). By comparing the eye diagrams of the received signals under three working 

wavelengths, it is found that the eye openings of the three signals are different, which reflects 
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the difference in the transmission performance of 67% RZ-4PAM signals at different working 

wavelengths. When the wavelength is 650 nm, the curve of BER and receiving power is 

shown in Figure. 5. The results show that with the increase of receiving power, the error rate 

decreases significantly. When the receiving power is -11dBm, the bit error rate is about 10-5. 

Compared with the back-to-back situation, when the receiver power is same, the bit error rate 

increases. After 8m transmission, indoor obstacles, dispersion and other factors cause the bit 

error rate performance degradation. 
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(a) 450nm wavelength (b) 550nm wavelength (c) 650nm wavelength  

Fig. 2. Time-domain waveform diagrams of three optical signals. 

(a) 450nm wavelength (b) 550nm wavelength (c) 650nm wavelength 
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Fig. 3. Receiver signals time-domain waveform diagrams. 

(a) 450nm wavelength (b) 550nm wavelength (c) 650nm wavelength  

Fig.4. Eye diagrams measured at different working wavelengths. 

 

Fig. 5. BER performance of 650nm wavelength. 
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4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we use 67% RZ-4PAM modulation to transmit RGB-LED three-channel optical 

signals in free space (8m indoor range). By system simulation, we have measured the time-

domain waveforms before and after transmission, eye diagrams of the three colors signals, 

and the BER performance has been analyzed. The results show that the transmission 

performance of three signals is different. At receiver power of -11dBm, the BER at back-to-

back case is slightly lower than that of the signals transmitted in the 8m channel. Since 4PAM 

signals have higher spectral efficiency compared with the traditional binary signals, this 

method has potential application value in indoor broadband access system. 
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